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TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
Cloud Delivered VoIP
A cloud delivered VoIP solution consists of phones that connect directly to the
Internet, without requiring an on-premise phone system, by using a virtual,
cloud-based system. A cloud solution can scale up in complexity, lines, and
features for additional charges. Generally, if a small business only has a need
for one or two phone lines, the cloud delivery option is the most cost-effective
means of acquiring phone service.
If you choose our cloud-based Voice Plus package, you will receive basic
business voice services with an IP desk phone included. By upgrading to our
Mobile, Collaboration, or Smart Office packages, you’ll enjoy the power of
Unified Communications that delivers the flexibility of a PC (e.g., Windows or
Apple) and Smartphone (e.g., Android or iPhone) interface, combined with the
convenience and familiarity of a desk phone.
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TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
Premise Delivered VoIP
A premise delivered VoIP solution offers installation of a phone system and
phones at the customer location. If a small business has more than six
employees who need telecommunications capabilities, then installing a
premise-based IP-PBX and interconnecting that IP-PBX to the Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) via the commercial Internet is more cost effective
than a cloud-based solution. In addition, the on-premise system offers a
number of features—which are often up-charged by a cloud-based solution—
at no additional cost. Such features include: delivery of voicemail as an
attachment in an email; soft phone deployments on company computers and
smartphones; and conference calling capabilities.
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TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
Analog/FAX Port
The complete signaling and media (e.g., voice, fax, or modem) of the analog
phone line is extended over IP via an analog-to-IP port. The analog-to-IP port
relays information to provide phone service access via the IP network. This is
sometimes needed to support devices that use a traditional phone line
connection, such as some credit card terminals, alarm panels, and fax
machines. One analog-to-IP port is required for each device needing an
analog line.
We offer optional eFAX services that support traditional FAX requirements via
the Internet. It's as simple as scanning the document to be faxed, and
emailing it as an attachment. Faxes received arrive as an attachment in a
received email.
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TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
WiFi Access Point
A commercial-grade wireless access point (AP) will extend your wireless Internet
network to guests and employees. Netmaker's WiFi AP offers advantages over a
traditional wireless router and the built-in wireless capability of Internet modems.
The radio technology Netmaker uses operates on a "mesh" configuration, which
minimizes the probability of service outages, as well as potential denial of service
attacks on target APs.
Some features:
1. More customization for guest and business wireless networks.
2. Scalability: Easily add APs to create excellent signal strength in your business.
3. Management: All deployed WiFi solutions are managed by a central management
platform that tracks usage by tenants, and provides necessary analytical reports to
assist with bandwidth management policies and cybersecurity.
* Netmaker also offers customized wireless solutions that extend beyond Wireless AP.
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MANAGED SERVICES
Most Netmaker products and services can be provided as a managed service
and/or subscription service. Managed services provide a built-in level of monitoring,
management, and end user support from our Winchester, VA located Network
Operations Center (NOC) and help desk at a recurring monthly cost.
Managed services can be purchased for customer-owned equipment, or as part of a
subscription package. For example, you can purchase the furnish and install of
equipment and then have Netmaker manage the services and devices at a monthly
subscription price. In this scenario, all the equipment would be owned by you, the
customer.
Netmaker Communications also offers a subscription model, where the customer
pays a base fee for installation of Netmaker leased equipment and a monthly
recurring cost for management. The initial cost for this service is generally much
less than owning the equipment. Services and devices sold as a subscription fee are
always managed by Netmaker.
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MANAGED SERVICES
VoIP Phones
A per-phone monthly charge for managing the phone. This per-phone charge
includes the management and maintenance of the phone system, and other
network components that Netmaker has installed to provide the VoIP
capability. Cloud-delivered solutions include managed phone and cloud
phone system at no additional cost.
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MANAGED SERVICES
Public Switch Telephone Network Access
A monthly charge for connecting to the Public Switched Telephone Network
(PSTN). Both Cloud and on-premise solutions require connection to the PSTN
to reach other public phone numbers.
Netmaker Communications provisions and maintains Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) Trunk connections via the Internet to interconnect customers to
the PSTN. The number of SIP Trunks required is based on a customer's busy
hour. This is calculated as the peak time of the day for concurrent calls being
made and received with the PSTN.
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MANAGED SERVICES
Analog/FAX Line
A per-port monthly charge for managing the
analog ports required to integrate some
devices into the VoIP network.
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MANAGED SERVICES
WiFi Access Point
A per-AP monthly charge for managing
Netmaker-installed APs.
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MANAGED SERVICES
Business Class Internet
Netmaker Communications is a certified Comcast Connect Partner, and will directly
work with Comcast on your company's behalf to coordinate the ordering and
delivery of Internet access.
Internet access can be delivered via Comcast-owned coaxal cable and cable
modem, or single mode fiber optics and fiber optic multiplexer. Cable modem
services are asymmetrical—meaning the upload and download speeds are
different. Fiber optic services, however, are symmetrical.
Coax services start at 75MB download and 15MB upload, and can scale up to 1GB
download and 25MB upload. Fiber optic services start at 10MB upload and
download, and can scale to 1GB upload and download.
For business critical requirements, Netmaker Communications can augment the
landline-based Internet connection with a Verizon LTE Wireless connection, in order
to provide fail-over capabilities to businesses that require 99.999% reliable access
to the Internet.
Upon completion of the installation and test, Netmaker will provide you with
network details required to connect a local network to the Internet, as well as
introduce your business to services that come with the Internet access.
Value added services are included with the installation, such as communicating with
Comcast concerning service outages and service issues.
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